In the upper panel of **Figure 2** of article (1), and in the lower panel of Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} of article (2), the side-view picture in the position of type DB3b cell 3 (DB3b-3) is wrong. This picture was mistakenly replaced with type DB2 cell 3 (DB2-3). Revised figures appear below. Also in the legend of Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, INL should be "inner nuclear layer," instead of "inner plexiform layer." The top-view pictures of the axon terminal and dendrites of cell DB3b-3 in other figures and their morphological measurements in the text are all correct. Results and conclusions are unaffected.

**Article (1)**

![**Five types of OFF bipolar cells in macaque (A) and mouse (B) retinas. (A)** FMB, DB1, DB2, and DB3a cells (one example of each; left) and DB3b cells (four examples, DB3b-1 to DB3b-4) that make contact with both rods and cones in the macaque retina (right). **(B)** T1 and T2 cells (one example of each type; left), and T3a, T3b, and T4 cells (three examples of each) that make contact with both rods and cones in the mouse retina (right). Potential homologous pairs between macaque and mouse are depicted using the same colors (such as FMB and T2 in red and DB2 and T4 in light blue). OPL, outer plexiform layer; INL, inner nuclear layer; IPL, inner plexiform layer. Dotted lines indicate 0, 20, 40, and 60% depths in IPL.](fnana-09-00144-g0002){#F2}

**Article (2)**

![**Morphology and stratification of FMB, DB1, DB2, DB3a, and DB3b types of OFF bipolar cells**. FMB cell-1 and cell-6 (FMB-1 and FMB-6) are connected to M/L and S cones, respectively. Four cells (1--4) are displayed for each DB type. Each stratum of the IPL (1--5) is 6 μm thick. Strata 1--2 comprise the OFF sublamina.](fnana-09-00144-g0001){#F1}
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